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  [image: Sorghum sudan] Sorghum Sudan
Sorghum sudan is high yielding and tolerates drought extremely well. Focus on the BMR (brown mid rib) varieties for the highest energy content. Be aware of the potential for prussic acid conditions. It is excellent for grazing and haylage but challenging to make dry hay due to stem size.



	 [image: Heavyweight with AphidAxe] Heavyweight with AphidAxe
This dwarf, BMR variety has great agronomist characteristics and is sugarcane aphid tolerant.
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	 [image: Corn field] KingFisher Sugar Pro 55
A dry stalk variety that makes haylage and dry hay production easier.
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	 [image: SS 275 with AphidAxe] SS 275 with AphidAxe
A non-BMR variety with AphidAxe sugarcane aphid tolerance.
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	 [image: AS 6520] ADV S 6520
A BMR sorghum sudan variety that is photoperiod sensitive and aphid tolerant.
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	 [image: Photo coming soon] ADV 6404
A dwarf, BMR variety. High sugar content, better disease resistance than 6402. Can tolerate a lower grazing or mowing height due to the dwarf characteristics.
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	 [image: Photo coming soon] AS 6501
PPS BMR. Extremely drought tolerant.
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	 [image: Photo coming soon] Aphid Axe Blend
A blend of our top three aphid tolerant sorghum sudans.
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	 [image: Coming Soon] ADV 6525
NEW! BMR photo period sensitive SSX APHIX.
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  Need help deciding which product is right for you?
Our team of agronomists, livestock professionals and farmers would love to assist you in choosing the best product for your operation.
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Get seasonal updates, tips, event information and more.
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257 Pinson Road 
Rome, GA30161
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(706) 528-4806seoffice@southeastagriseeds.com
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